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Frequensys Limited becomes part of NSI-MI Technologies
UK RF consultants and equipment suppliers, Frequensys Limited, have become
part of NSI-MI Technologies – the global supplier of microwave test and
measurement systems. The company will now be known as NSI-MI UK and will
continue to be a UK registered company.
The new UK company will be based in Sheffield retaining all Frequensys staff with
their unrivalled UK track record and experience in all things RF. NSI-MI UK will
continue to offer and support the existing product and brands previously offered
by Frequensys Limited, ensuring continuity and support to all existing customers.
NSI-MI UK will also offer all the NSI-MI product ranges backed up by a global
presence and the highest quality of service and support. This unrivalled
combination of scale and the experience of the UK and European RF industry will
provide clients an extremely competitive level of quality and knowledge.
Simon Young, Managing Director of Frequensys Limited, said “This is a very positive
development for Frequensys as we join NSI-MI, the world leading Microwave Test and
Measurement Systems provider. We are taking our customer support for EMC and
Antenna Measurement Systems to the next level and in expanding NSI-MI UK, we will
be providing an even better product and service.”
John Breyer, NSI-MI CEO, stated “We are delighted that Frequensys is joining the
NSI-MI team. Frequensys is well known for superior customer support, technical
excellence and creativity. This combination will allow NSI-MI to serve our UK and
European customers even better going forward.”
All customers can be reassured of the continued attention to detail they received
with Frequensys. Same people, same products, same location and even the same
phone number. For most suppliers and customers this is simply a name change.
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About Frequensys Limited
Frequensys began in 2007 providing consultancy and advice for EMC testing
and design. Today we provide test equipment, consultancy and support
services to the UK and European electronics Industry in the areas of EMC, RF &
microwave, shielding, anechoic material and general test & measurement. Clients
include military, medical, automotive, electronics, manufacturing, aerospace,
research, SMEs and large corporations.
About NSI-MI
NSI-MI Technologies offers a comprehensive range of industry leading microwave
test and measurement systems. These systems cover antennas, radomes and RCS
and our unique blend of mechanical, RF and software engineering capabilities
allow NSI-MI to customize test systems to offer specialized solutions. NSI-MI
supports the aerospace/defense, automotive, wireless and academic industries.
Visit www.NSI-MI.com for additional details.
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